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Thermodynamic Aspects of Compressors
Basic Prinziple and Applications
Some gas, e. g. air, will be compressed by applying mechanical work. Thereby the gas heats up.
If there is no heat exchange to the enviroment during the compression, this procedure is called
being ‚adiabatic‘ (≡ ‚isentropic‘ for an ideal gas). Then the mechanical work, which has to be
applied, reaches its maximum. If a heat exchange (= heat removal) takes place thereby, the
procedure is called being ‚polytropic‘. Hereby the work, which has to be feeded in, is less. Minimal
mechanical work will be needed, if the gas remains on constant temperature during its
compression. This procedure is called being ‚isothermal‘. Generally only the polytropic
compression can be realized by technical means, (Borgnakke, Claus | Sonntag, Richard E.
„Fundamentals of Thermodynamics“, John Wiley&Sons Inc., NY, 2009).
With industrial compressors, e. g. for pneumatic control of CNC machine tools, a nearly constant
air flow with a pressure of 6-10 bar is needed. Mobile applications e. g. at diving sports or paintball
shooting need a pressure vessel, which is filled at first and later on is discharged.
According to the state of the art, small to medium sized compressors of different construction type
and pressure ranges consume from 1kW per 110l/min output stream at 10bar up to 3,3kW per
100l/min output stream at >200bar (source: datasheets of different manufacturers and
measurements made by the author at a state of the art mobile compressor for breathing air).
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Thermodynamic Aspects of Compressors

Commonly used diagrams for the compression procedure
If there is no heat exchange to the enviroment during the compression, this procedure is named
being ‚adiabatic‘ (≡ ‚isentropic‘ with an ideal gas). If a heat exchange (= heat removal) takes place
thereby, the procedure is named being ‚polytropic‘. If the gas remains at constant temperature
during its compression, the procedure is named being ‚isothermal‘.
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Thermodynamic Aspects of Compressors
Qualitative Conclusions for energy conversion
The energy effort for compressing gases can be considered as a self amplifying prozess: During compression the
gas heats up => pressure rises (more than with cold gas) => more mechanical energy (as required for cold gas)
has to be applied, which is partly converted to heat again => pressure and temperatur are rising further => and so
on. Later on we have to remove the superfluous heat. 1) => As lower the initial temperature rise will be, as less
mechanical energy has to be fed in.
With cooling during the stroke already (= ‚isothermal‘ compression), the least amount of heat would have to be
removed. But for technical reasons this desirable condition could only be approximated. (Related to energy
efficiency, however, the state of the art ‚intercooling‘ between the compressor stages or cooling after the last stage
is not constructive too, because in this case superfues expenses of mechanical energy has gone into the heating of
the gas already).
Measuring the actual intake volume flow rate of real reciprocating (piston) compressors, a decay of the volume flow
rate in comparision to the theoretical geometric value ( = speed x cylinder capacity ) is observed, which depends on
vessel rsp. exhaust pressure and will be specified with the term ‚volumetric efficiency‘ 2). The mechanism behind
this behaviour is mainly a technical one, thermodynamical reasons have minor importance, see pages 11 and 12.
Later on, when expanding the gas to retrieve mechanical energy for driving tools or engines, as it is commonly
known, the gas cools down:
=> Compressing and expanding gases is somewhat similar to operating refrigerators 3).
1)

Of course, this is an open cycle or a ‚cycle with break states‘.

2)

See also explanatian at e. g. http://petrowiki.org/Reciprocating_compressor#Volumetric_efficiency .

3)

But without vaporisation and condensation of real gases.
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Thermodynamic Aspects of Pressure Compressors

Attempt for a thermodynamical explanation without math
First we have to accept, that the ideal (isentropic) compressor is the least efficient, because it
consumes in relation to the mass flow out, rsp. produced cold air volume, the most work in. ‘Ideal’
means here, that the procedure causes the most pressure and temperature rise for a given work in.
Compared to the isentropic the polytropic procedure needs less work in, but still causes a (lesser)
heating of the gas. So it has to cool down afterwards e. g. while stored in a vessel.
"Because there is no change in internal energy or enthalpy in an isothermal procedure, the heat
transfer is equal to the work ...“. 1)
With a little surprise, we have to assume, that in contrary to a tensioned spring no energy in a
physical sense is stored within the compressed gas at ambient temperature, but advantageously it
is in a state of low entropy. The mechanical energy delivered later during the expansion of the gas
by an engine is converted from heat in (e. g. ambient heat) and/or from the heat capacity of the gas
itself, which causes its commonly observed cooling down (Simons, Theodore, “Compressed Air”,
McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., New York and London, 1921, p. 113 – 120). 2)
=> We may consider compressors between isentropic over polytropic up to isothermal operation as
a combination of a heater and an ‘entropy-pump’. Under the mentioned aspect, ‘entropy’ can be
understood as a system property, which describes (in an inverse meaning) the system’s ability to
deliver mechanical energy while working as an engine 3). Some experts also use the terms ‘exergy’
or ‘reversible work’ 4).

26.05.2016

1)

Borgnakke, Claus | Sonntag, Richard E. | „Fundamentals of Thermodynamics“, John Wiley&Sons Inc., NY, 2009, chapter 8, p. 273

2)

Cordial thanks to Werner Rauer for the provision of the reference. Of course, these are two open cycles or one ‘cycle with break states’.

3)

Borgnakke, Claus | Sonntag, Richard E. | „Fundamentals of Thermodynamics“, John Wiley&Sons Inc., NY, 2009, chapter 8

4)

Ibidem, chapter 10
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Thermodynamic Aspects of Compressors
Anomaly between air as an ideal gas and real air
In the formulas of the following page air is treated as an ideal gas. The aberrance
accepted hereby is illustrated in the following diagram (the values for the real (non-ideal)
gas ‚air‘ (R729) were generated using the freeware CoolPack):
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Thermodynamic Aspects of Compressors
Have a got at the equations
Equations for the reciprocating compressor (reversibility assumed):

Isentropic (skonst) compression (≡ adiabatic compression with ideal gases):
p (
T 2 = T1 ⋅ ( 2 )
p1

k −1
)
k

V
= T1 ⋅ ( 1 ) ( k − 1 )
V2

1)

(1)

with p 2 > p 1 und V 2 < V 1

⇒

(In this equation p2 results from mechanical and thermal
induced pressure increase together. The produced final
pressure p2 after cooling down will be lower!)

Isothermal (Tkonst) compression:
p 2 = p1 ⋅

V1
p1
=
V2
compr.
ratio

(2)

Work in isentropic and isothermal:
Wisentropic =

W isothermal

k
⋅ R ⋅ (T2 -T1 ) with T2 > T1 2)
k −1
p
= R ⋅ T const ⋅ ln( 2 ) with p 2 > p 1
p1

(3)
3)

(4)

1) Borgnakke, Claus | Sonntag, Richard E. | „Fundamentals of Thermodynamics“, John Wiley&Sons Inc., NY, 2009, chapter 8, p. 271, isentropic procedure, n substituted by k
2) Ibidem, chapter 9, p. 325, isentropic procedure, n substituted by k
3) Ibidem, chapter 9, p. 325,isothermal procedure, n, resp. k = 1
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Thermodynamic Aspects of Compressors
Some remarks to formulas at the previous page
Equation (3) is also valid for polytropic compression, through substitution of k by n. Aproximating the
isothermal compression means n approximates 1.
Evaluating the formulas (3) and (4) for a given pressure ratio p2/p1 illustrates, that Wisothermal < Wisentropic
is valid. (That‘s because less mechanical work in is converted to heat out in isothermal compression.)
Thought experiment about compressing (Hans-Peter Segelke): Let’s start with gas of ambient
temperature, compress adiabatic => no heat out, work in Win is converted to increasing internal energy
alone - T rises highly. Now some cooling = heat removal is done => Win is converted to the sum of heat
out + increase of internal energy, which is less - T rises to a lesser extend = polytropic compression. At
least we enforce cooling = heat out, until Win is converted to heat out alone => internal energy stays
constant, which also results in a constant temperature T = isothermal compression.
Because no heat exchange is assumed, according to equation (3) Wisentropic is shrinking with decreasing
temperature difference T2-T1, so a vanishing difference T2-T1 is equivalent to approximating isothermal
compression, which gives the least, but not negligible, heat out. This behaviour is also true with the
polytropic procedure (k substituted by n with 1 < n < 1.4 for air). Obviously equation (3) ist not useful for
the mentioned thought experiment, which considers the behaviour of the compression procedure going
from k over n>1 to n = 1.
As we know since a long time, decreasing the work in Wpolytropic or Wisothermal means lowering the
temperature T2 or Tconst during the compression of the gas (best method will be cooling just during the
compression procedure).
26.05.2016
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Thermodynamic Aspects of Compressors
Inspiration about measures to Improve Internal Cooling
A rare used technical possibility is the construction type ‚rotary compressor‘ (‚System Wankel‘):
The elongated form and large surface area of its compression chamber will cause an excellent
heat transfer from the gas to the case. (However the necessary long sealing strips at the sides
of the rotary piston may be disadvantageous).

Instead of the combustion cavity being
common with gasoline engines,
surface enlarging provisions, similar as
commonly used at the outer surface of
compressor cases, can easily applied
at the rotary piston.

Copyright 2013, Sebastian Bellm

Additionally the heat has to be removed optimally from the outside of the compressor case and
from the rotary piston. Supposingly liquid cooling may be the best choice therefor as it is
commonly used with screw compressors.
26.05.2016
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Thermodynamic Aspects of Compressors

Dynamic Pressure Measurements at a Reciprocating Compressor
The screen shots following were taken from the display of a digital scope. The trace on each image show the
signal of a pressure sensor installed in the cylinder head of an commercially available small air cooled
reciprocating compressor with one piston at low and high pressure inside of the vessel:

Pressure trace with vessel being nearly empy. (pmax = ~ 2bar)

Trace taken a short time before the pressure switch reaches high limit. (pmax=9,6bar)

Surprisingly inside of the compression chamber at the traces shown, pressure rise and decay is going nearly
symmetric to the maximum. Supposingly this is due to the ‚dead space‘ inside of the cylinder head. Thus the
exhaust flutter valve opens a short time only at maximum pressure, recognizable by the visible small signal
distortions of the right trace at this point. Thereby after the upper dead center (DC) has passed, a considerable
amount of gas remains inside of the compression chamber and ‚re-expands‘. We may consider this behavior as
positive partially because it helps pushing down the piston when the upper DC has passed => thus a
considerable part of the needed mechanical work per cyle for the next compression stroke will be retrieved
during expansion rsp. intake stroke => this mechanism is behind the observed improvement by using a fly
wheel.
Copyright 2013-2016, Hubert Bellm EngD
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Thermodynamic Aspects of Compressors
Short Introduction to the Term ‚Volumetric Efficiency‘
The display details following were taken from the traces shown at the previous page:
Pressure trace with vessel being nearly empy. (pmax = ca. 2bar)

8ms

Trace taken a short time before the pressure switch reaches high limit.(pmax = 9,6bar)

8ms

B
A
Due to the necessary decompression the intaking flatter valve will open between the time points A and B only.
You can recognize easily that this time span depends on the pressure maximum which has to be reached, that
means on the momentary vessel pressure: With higher pressure values the opening time (time span between A
and B) reduces significantly and thus also the intaken amount of gas. Hence the actually delivered gas volume
flow rate (actual intake volume rate) differs from geometric volume flow rate = speed n x cylinder capacity VH :

V&V 1 ( p ) &
volumetric efficiency ηV ( p ) =
, VV 1 ( p ) = actual intake volume flow rate
VH ⋅ n
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